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Using Monuments to Teach About Racism, Colonialism, and Sexism
Susan Phillip

This chapter explores interdisciplinary teaching that incorporates place-based learning in a
course that uses the built environment, specifically monuments, to examine broader social contexts.
It is based on the experience of creating and improving an interdisciplinary course that was
developed as a response to debates about Confederate and other contested monuments. The special
topics interdisciplinary course and its theme of investigating the built environment to reveal past
and present social issues are outlined. The framework of interdisciplinary teaching and learning,
including content, reading material, assignments and assessment, and experiential learning to
promote inquiry and to engage students in civic discourses, is presented. The effectiveness of
place-based learning as a pedagogical strategy is examined.1 The relationship of place-based
education to the Association of American Colleges and Universities’ (AAC&U) “Effective
Learning Outcomes” and high-impact practices is illustrated.2 What worked and what did not, as
well as the challenges in co-teaching an interdisciplinary course, are discussed. The
interdisciplinary, place-based model of this course, Learning Places: Understanding the City, and
the ways it can be sustained are highlighted.
Interdisciplinary Place-Based Learning and Co-Teaching
Learning Places: Understanding the City is a special topics interdisciplinary course at New
York City College of Technology (City Tech), a part of the City University of New York. City
Tech is in Downtown Brooklyn, a rapidly transforming neighborhood, whose social context offers a
laboratory for teaching and learning. The values, skills and knowledge of general education (gen
ed) are infused into the college’s curriculum and the effectiveness of place-based learning to meet
gen ed outcomes is supported by research.3 Place-based learning using the local environment, such
as museums, cultural organizations, parks, and other attractions, is practiced in tourism programs at

the undergraduate and graduate levels. There is a growing body of research correlating the
relationship of place-based learning with student engagement.4
The course presents a scaffolded approach to interdisciplinary learning that uses thematic
case studies culminating in a final site analysis. Since its inception, semester-long themes have
focused on sociopolitical and economic issues surrounding the development of MetroTech, an
urban business center; Barclays Center, a sports and entertainment venue; Grand Central Terminal,
a transportation hub; the Brooklyn Bridge; and the cultural transformation of the Vinegar Hill
neighborhood from one of Irish immigrants to African Americans. The course was developed
jointly by library and architectural technology faculty, and it is one of several that fulfills City
Tech’s interdisciplinary course requirement. Students from a variety of departments engage in onsite exploration and in-depth research that combine physical examination with information research
and data collection using case study methodologies from multiple disciplines.
The course discussed in this chapter was developed against the backdrop of the violent clash
in Charlottesville, VA, in 2017 between white nationalists protesting the removal of a Confederate
statue and counter protesters, and President Donald Trump’s equivocal response, which drew
heightened attention to the growing debate about monuments. New York City’s own contested
monuments offered the ideal opportunity to focus the course on the deeper political, social, and
cultural chasms surrounding them. The goal of the course was to enable students to become
knowledgeable about the historic context of the debates and to develop perspectives about them that
would serve as an entry point to question broader societal issues.
With this is mind, the course offers an interdisciplinary approach to investigating our built
environment using a case study focused on a specific place each semester. It combines physical
examination with information research and data collection using methodologies developed in

multiple disciplines. This perspective on the course had me, a professor of tourism, and my
colleague, Amanda Almond, a professor of psychology, co-teaching and thus focusing on material
through our respective disciplinary lenses.5
In my teaching, place is pedagogy in which the built environment, including monuments,
neighborhoods, museums, and cultural institutions are both attractions and resources.6 The goal
was to view monuments in historical context and as more than attractions. While New York does
not have explicitly Confederate monuments, there are some that reflect similar symbolism and
messages. In addition, New York City also has its share of monuments that have been “subject to
sustained negative public reaction,”7 and they were all familiar to me. The debates surrounding the
statue of Theodore Roosevelt and its depiction of racial hierarchy were especially familiar, as I had
worked at the American Museum of Natural History for many years.8 I regularly pass Brooklyn’s
Grand Army on my commute home or at the Saturday produce market in Brooklyn’s Prospect Park,
for which it serves as a gateway. The Four Continents,9 at the entrance to the Smithsonian’s
Museum of the American Indian, is a frequent stop on walking tours of Lower Manhattan with
students in my urban tourism course. Monuments are destinations for tourists, on “must see” lists
and featured on Facebook. I wondered what, with more contextual information, students would
“see.” Educators have written about using monuments to teach. Percoco’s use of monuments to
teach U.S. history to secondary-school students is among the earliest.10 Developing this theme, Das
noted “cognitive gains” and student engagement using Smithsonian Museum exhibits to teach
economics to two-year college students.11 Further, Baldwin affirmed that “place matters because it
encourages new ways of questioning and being in the world.”12
The multidisciplinary nature of tourism informed the development of the course. The
debate on whether tourism is an academic discipline notwithstanding, it is generally agreed that it

draws on multiple disciplines, including cultural studies, psychology, sociology, history, geography,
economics, and women’s and gender studies. My approach to teaching encompasses using a
variety of tools and information from multiple disciplines to convey the aspects of tourism,
including (but not limited to) cultural and physical geography, economics, transportation, business,
planning, marketing, and psychology. The economic, environmental, and social impacts of tourism
are standard topics in courses. Interpretations of the past and how they perpetuate racial stereotypes
have been examined in ethnographies such as that of Handler and Gable.13
The psychology perspective contributed knowledge and insights on the construct of race, the
psychology of prejudice and discrimination, and the stages of change. The “fit” in interdisciplinary
co-teaching is not always obvious, but if we are open to it, it presents many opportunities for
learning in both student and teacher. Co-teaching perspectives supported a range of integrated
student learning outcomes (SLOs), which were categorized in three ways: course, gen ed, and
interdisciplinary. Place-based learning was integral to achieving SLOs in all categories, with a
focus on inquiry, analysis, and critical thinking (see Table 5.1).
INSERT TABLE 5.1 HERE
As it predominantly used seminars, the class size for this course was limited to 20 students,
which facilitated site visits and social interactions. The course runs for over two hours twice a
week to allow enough time for site visits. Professor Amanda Almond and I co-taught the first week
to explain the nature of an interdisciplinary class, our disciplinary perspectives, and our approaches
to teaching and course assessment. Thereafter, the teaching was fifty-fifty, with each of us meeting
the class on particular days, providing complementary content. For example, my lecture on “The
Depiction of Blacks and Native Peoples in Monuments” was followed by Professor Almond’s “The
Psychology of Racism;” I followed with a lesson on Seneca Village, a community of largely black

property owners in the early nineteenth century, which was destroyed to create Central Park. This
session included a visit to an outdoor exhibit of it in the park. The lesson on Seneca Village was
followed by a viewing and discussion of the film The House We Live In, which examined racism in
institutional policies and its effect on housing, led by Professor Almond.
The course addresses the question of what should happen to contested monuments in public
spaces: Should they remain, be recontextualized, or be removed? While the national debate has
centered on Confederate monuments in the south, that spotlight has revealed debates about
monuments in other cities, including New York City. Monuments are a means to investigate how
public memory is formed, the power relations they reflect, and whose memory and history are
honored and whose are not. Students learned how Confederate monuments were constructed to
legitimize power relationships and the “lost cause” ideal of Southern heritage. The absence of or
representation of African Americans, other minorities, and women in monuments is a focus of the
course. Through reading materials, discussion, and observation, students acquire insights about
how power is conveyed through monuments. They analyze the motives for creating them,
questioning their legitimacy in public spaces. Scaffolded student practice deepens their
observational and analytical skills. Four case studies presented in the course allow them to practice
and receive feedback.
The experience of place is an effective pedagogical practice essential to achieving the course
outcomes. Students observed monuments that illustrated the themes of the course, as a precursor to
discussions on how the monuments connect to past and present social issues. Examples of case
study sites in New York included (1) the Henry Ward Beecher Monument; (2) the Grand Army
monuments; (3) the Four Continents, statues representing Asia, America, Europe, and Africa at the
Alexander Hamilton US Customs House (site of the Museum of the American Indian); (4) Green-

Wood Cemetery to view Civic Virtue; and (5) the statue of Theodore Roosevelt at the American
Museum of Natural History. Students also visited the September 11 Memorial and Museum and the
African Burial Ground National Monument to observe alternative ways of commemoration.
Visual learning supported by guided observation is an important aspect of place-based
education. We taught students how to observe monuments in preparation for the visits. Students
prepared for the visits by reading and viewing assigned texts and videos, and they used them as
secondary sources in their site documentations. An early exercise to practice observation and fuel
inquiry was an assignment to visit and write a short response on the statue of Henry Ward Beecher,
located a few yards from the campus.
Students were asked to reflect on their observation of the Beecher Monument and to explain
whether they felt that there should be more information about the monument on site and the
message they thought the creator of this monument wanted to convey. They were asked whether
they had made any observations about race or gender in the monument. In response to these
questions, one student thought there should be more information about the Beecher Monument,
because there was no information on “who he was or what he did in order for someone to make a
statue of him.” Beyond his birth and death dates and a small inscription, there was no indication
that he was “a social reformer and speaker known for his support of the abolition of slavery.”
Another student was concerned that the statue seems to promote prejudice, “with Beecher
overlooking the black woman while she looks up at him as a sort of savior and the white children
are casually playing.” This student was also confused by a cryptic quote on the back: “I believe
there should be a sort of message that reveals the symbol on the front of the statue, underneath
Beecher’s name and a brief but detailed description of why Beecher is so important and why that
statue was even created.” Regarding race and gender, a third student observed that “Beecher is at

the center of the monument in a dignified posture with two white children to his right playing and
admiring some plant, while to his left stands an African American woman staring high up in a
revering posture.” This does not promote healthy views of African Americans, even if the effect is
subliminal for many people.
Place-Based Education and High-Impact Practices
As noted above, most students admitted that even if they passed the Beecher monument
regularly, they did not pay it much attention and none ever stopped to read the inscription or to
analyze the composition of the statue. Students were taught how to observe monuments, formulate
questions about their surroundings, and become aware of monuments in their local environment,
near the campus, and in their neighborhoods.
City Tech faces the national challenge of how to educate a large, diverse, and often
previously underserved student body. To address educational inequities in communities nationally,
the AAC&U identified a set of effective educational practices to guide students in their college
learning and to create a framework of excellence based on “broad knowledge, intellectual and
practical skills, personal and social responsibility and integrative learning.”14 These “effective
educational practices” have evolved into high-impact practices, which are increasingly embraced to
close the education gap.15 The most important of these practices are first-year seminars and
experiences, common intellectual experiences, learning communities, writing-intensive courses,
collaborative assignments and projects, undergraduate research, diversity/global learning, eportfolios, service learning and community-based learning, internships, and capstone courses and
projects.
While place-based learning is not on this list of high-impact practices, field-based,
experiential learning is included as a subset of service learning and community-based learning.

David Sobel proposed that “The idea is to give students direct experience with issues they are
studying in the curriculum and with ongoing efforts to analyze and solve problems in the
community.”16
Using place in pedagogical practice originated in John Dewey’s17 seminal work, Experience
& Education, which criticized traditional education and offered students’ experiences of the
environment around them place through place-based learning, as a more effective means of
understanding society and having agency in it. Dewey did not debunk traditional education, but
suggested that it be practically applied to the needs of students and their communities. In later
years, Sobel saw place-based learning as “a process of using the local community and environment
as a starting point to teach concepts in language, arts, mathematics, social studies, science, and
other subjects across the curriculum.”18 In time, experiential and place-based learning have become
interchangeable and been practiced widely across many age boundaries. Gruenewald connects
place-based learning to experiential learning, including contextual learning, problem-based
learning, environmental education, multicultural education, community-based education, critical
pedagogies, and other approaches that prioritize community.19
Advocates of place-based education cite Dewey’s ideas on experiential curricula for
community and culture. Building on Dewey, researchers like Gruenewald20 advocated for a critical
pedagogy of place with contextual curricula, grounded in achieving both personal and community
well-being as the solution. In such views, cognitive success alone is an inadequate and outdated
means of meeting the social and environmental challenges of the twenty-first century. Inquirybased, place-based education, as described in this chapter, is gaining traction in higher education.

Exploring Racism, Colonialism, and Sexism through Monuments
As student reactions to the statue of Henry Ward Beecher indicate, monuments can convey
racism, but they can also convey colonialism and sexism. To emphasize this, during the course,
students learned about the important components of place based-learning: reflection, respecting
multiple perspectives, democratic dialogue, and situating complex issues of social and ecological
justice within a cultural, historical, and community context.21 Lectures and scaffolded assignments
were designed to inform students about selected issues and to give them the tools for further inquiry
to answer the central question of whether the monuments should remain, be recontextualized, or be
removed. Instruction utilized case studies to explore commemorative forms and ways to “read”
monuments; for example, when the class visited the Grand Army monuments,22 students were able
to observe for themselves the racial hierarchy in monuments they had read about in Savage’s
Standing Soldiers, Kneeling Slaves.23 One student observed, “The kneeling African American in the
Soldiers and Sailors Arch depicts that he is on a lower level [than] the other soldiers. It represents a
hierarchy of color.”
Interpretation and contextualization were defined and how they could be used in deciding
the fate of monuments was discussed. Examples of recontextualized monuments were given.24
Students visited the American Museum of Natural History’s special exhibition “Addressing the
Statue,”25 which responded to the debates surrounding the Roosevelt Monument, and they were
able to analyze the recontextualization of the statue.
Course Overview
The first class included viewing the PBS film Documenting Hate: Charlottesville.26 It
provoked strong reactions from the students. Their reactions in both semesters the course was
offered are summed up in the following response: “The Charlottesville segment we watched at the

beginning was also very insightful. It was a great discussion opener for the start of the semester
and focused a light on the monuments that hold racist view[s] and glorify those who stand behind
racist actions.”
An early lesson included an episode of the documentary The Civil War,27 which helped
students understand the causes of the Civil War. A key source of information early in the semester
that provided an overview and context for the monuments was the Southern Poverty Law Center’s
(SPLC’s) “Whose Heritage? Public symbols of the Confederacy.”28 The reading and video from
the SPLC documented a highpoint of construction of Confederate monuments following Plessy v.
Ferguson (1896), which legalized segregation and ushered the enactment of Jim Crow Laws in the
1920s, a period of revival of the Ku Klux Klan, and in the mid-1950s, amidst the growing Civil
Rights Movement.
In a guided walking tour led by a City Tech librarian, expert on the Civil War, and expert on
(and licensed guide) the Grand Army monuments in Brooklyn, students observed first-hand the
power relations and myths represented in Civil War memorials, even in the north. Prior to the visit,
students read from Kirk Savage’s Standing Soldiers, Kneeling Slaves,29 but in situ they could
observe how the book’s title is clearly depicted in the monument. At the site, they see the standing
soldier and the kneeling slave in reality, and not in a photo. In place, students get first-hand
experience of the power dynamic and symbolism about which they have read.
By combining the knowledge from readings and student observation of how power is
conveyed in monuments, students develop their own insights. Students are also actively learning
with their peers as they visit museums, observe the monuments and engage with each other at the
sites. This social dimension can strengthen learning.30 Students draw on their observations and

research to complete site documentation reports. Visits to five monuments serve as case studies from
which students choose one for a final analysis of more extensive research.
The site documentation tool was designed for students to record their observations in a
structured way that develops skills of inquiry and analysis, critical thinking, integration, and
information literacy so they can successfully complete the final site analysis. By writing five earlier
site documentation reports, students developed evidence-based arguments on whether a chosen
monument should remain, be removed, or be recontextualized. The difference between the site
documentation report and the final site analysis is that students make a choice of one of the five
monuments previously visited and argue its fate based on a hypothesis supported by primary and
secondary sources. More analysis of the monument in its historic context is required to support the
choice. Students are also required to revisit the monument to make additional observations. An
annotated bibliography, for which instruction was given, was also required. There were class
discussions after each site documentation report was submitted in which students shared their
insights about the particular monuments. The project also included a final reflection on the course.
In addition to putting Confederate monuments into historical context, the first part of the
semester examined racism in government policies. Seneca Village, Urban Renewal, and
gentrification were included in lesson topics and students noted their similarities in classroom
reflections, excerpts of which are below:
In Seneca Village people were forced to give their land to the government for public use.…
[Now] big cooperatives that have power and money to invest… buy it from you.… [T]he
sense of community and support … in the neighborhood is gone. Moving with time is good,
but it shouldn’t happen at the cost of community and unity and especially the culture that
was built during a period of years.
Another student offered a similar view:
People are being pushed out of their homes and then buildings that were 3-6 stories bump up
to skyscrapers for luxury condominiums. Seneca Village was similar to Downtown

Brooklyn. Seneca Village is now Central Park. Downtown Brooklyn used to be more
affordable; now it’s an expensive place to live.
Team-Teaching Approach
Racism, cultural stereotypes, colonialism, and sexism are common threads in many of the
monuments. My co-instructor, Almond, examined the origin and construction of race and explored
racism, prejudice, and discrimination from a psychological perspective. Her lectures focused on
racism, prejudice, and discrimination in its many forms, specifically on how they are manifested in
housing. She explored the Transtheoretical Model (Stages of Change), which was a helpful
reference for students as they evaluated the fate of the monuments, considering behavioral and
cultural changes in people, institutions, and the society associated with them over time. This and
other interdisciplinary courses benefit from the perspectives of multiple instructors and guest
lecturers. A social science guest lecturer examined cultural wars, illuminating the “heritage”
argument made by white Southerners in defense of Confederate monuments. As the semester
progressed, the relationship of the interdisciplinary concepts and theories provided in the lectures
and site visits became apparent to students.
Monuments are a means of studying societal issues and cultural myths, and the course
highlighted how they are perpetuated by popular media. The stereotype of Southern hospitality was
juxtaposed with the perils of African Americans traveling in the South. Students were able to
recognize the dissonance in the so-called Southern hospitality that did not extend to black visitors
like Emmet Till. A second class discussion on Southern hospitality took place after the film Green
Book31 received the Academy Award for best picture. Again, the irony was not lost on students,
because the original Green Book, The Negro Motorists Green Book, was a guide used by African
Americans to find safe accommodation as they traveled in the Jim Crow South. In class
discussions, students demonstrated that they understood the film as a sugarcoated Hollywood

version of the experience of African Americans traveling in the South. Students saw the film as
another example of Hollywood’s complicity in sugar-coating racism. Students had previously
explored the topic of black representation in film by watching excerpts from Birth of a Nation32 and
Gone with the Wind33 (most for the first time) and discussing how the media, and these two films in
particular, have shaped society’s views of African Americans and perpetuate the “lost cause”
ideology of Southern people protecting their way of life. Birth of a Nation represented African
American men as degenerate sex fiends, whose assault on white womanhood could only be stopped
by the heroic Ku Klux Klan. Gone with the Wind portrays black slaves similarly, without the
sexual fiendishness, but with shuffling male slaves and mammies accepting of their places. The
“alternative histories” of slavery, the Civil War, and Reconstruction portrayed in the films are also
represented in loyal mammies, kneeling slaves, and the heroic soldiers of Confederate monuments.
In contrast to the heritage narrative, former New Orleans Mayor Mitch Landrieu argued for the
removal of Confederate monuments. Student reflections showed that they were collectively and
emotionally moved by Landrieu’s speech.34
Reflecting on Landrieu’s speech, one student wrote: “The South had won the peace because
the fictional, sanitized Confederacy Landrieu referenced, and not the terror it perpetuated, had
become the dominant image of the South in popular culture.” Another student’s observation was
similar to those of the rest of the class: “Mayor Landrieu had a very important and sincere speech in
regards to the removal of four Confederate statues in New Orleans. He seemed motivated and
passionate about restoring US history to ensure that past events of slavery and racism in America
are no longer excluded [from] history.”
The portrayal of Native Americans was explored in visits to the Theodore Roosevelt statue
at the American Museum of Natural History35 and the Four Continents at the U.S. Customs

House.36 Students observed the twin ironies of the Four Continents, which viewed Asia, America,
Europe, and Africa through imperialistic and colonizing lenses; the monuments flank the entrance
of the Museum of the American Indian, and that also features a mural of Christopher Columbus in
its main hall.
The viewing of the Theodore Roosevelt Monument was followed by student discussion and
a lecture topic on the role of museums, especially natural history museums, in portraying Native
Peoples. Lesson highlights included how museums used racial and cultural hierarchies in displays
of native peoples and downplayed their treatment of native peoples in amassing their collections.
The hierarchical racial and cultural scales used in early displays at museums such as the American
Museum of Natural History was discussed. In research following the visit, students found links to
eugenics in the work of the museum’s early scientists and in the views espoused by Roosevelt,
which they used to question the symbolism represented in the monument.
Students viewed videos from the Smithsonian National Museum of the American Indian
conference entitled Mascots, Myths, Monuments and Memory, which examined racialized mascots
and contested monuments. The depiction of African Americans and Native Americans in public art
was also discussed. Viewing short videos illustrating the depiction of indigenous peoples, notably
Ota Benga at the 1904 St. Louis World’s Fair and the Bronx Zoo, was also part of the lesson topic.
When addressing what Native American mascots and Confederate monuments have in
common, a student pointed out, “They are products of the same era in American history. Native
American[s] were confined to reservations and African American[s] were confined by the law in
terms of segregation and Jim Crow. The Civilization Policy caused suffering to the Native
Americans. Both groups had rights suppressed by the government. Americans adapted Native

American symbols without regard for the history.… Sports teams used the images to represent their
teams, yet the U.S. has done so much to destroy Native American culture.”
The final site analysis allows students to choose one monument from earlier case studies for
more extensive research. The excerpts below, taken from students’ final reflections illustrate their
progression in the course.
I expected field trips and numerous history lessons. Both were received, but additionally, a
lengthier, more profitable process of deriving meaning from monuments around the country.
We were required to use the city as our laboratory, but in a way I wasn’t used to. We were
taught to not only observe and experience, but wonder. […] I realized that there’s a lot of
critical thinking, gathering information, interpreting, evaluating, and applying research
involved when speaking about public monuments.
Students became more thoughtful and rational in presenting their opinions and they referenced
information from earlier classes and readings as evidenced in one student’s final class reflection:
“When we tackled race in class, we had to take what we believed about race and put it on hold. To
reserve our ideas until after we took part in research and [were] given material by the professors.
Using skills of observation and evaluating was key in understating how race in the United States was
and still is.”
Students’ perspectives varied and they became more confident in expressing them and more
aware of citing evidence as seen in excerpts from three reflections below. This is demonstrated in a
student’s comments that the course “taught me perspective and how to develop one with support
backing it up. It taught me many new [things] about race, racism in history, America’s own racist
history, and expanded on what I already had little knowledge about such as the Civil War and
Theodore Roosevelt. Research, asking questions, applying knowledge from class lectures plus the
actual site visits helped give meaning to what I originally saw as an adornment in the middle of a
random neighborhood in the city.”

Students enjoyed learning in place, and this was apparent in selections from their final
reflections. In a noteworthy reflection, a student believed that “[t]hrough this class I enhanced my
analytical skills and knowledge to investigate places. I had the opportunity to socialize, explore and
share ideas. I gained a lot of knowledge about monuments, history and race. Before this class I
knew people were racist, but I did not imagine that monuments can be racist too. I never looked at
statues in the context of race: they always represented history for me. This class allowed me not
only to see but recognize the bad in history.” Students shared that they became more curious and
critical about their environments. One student observed that “After taking the interdisciplinary
course Learning Places, Understanding the City, I was able to inter-relate three major aspects in the
process of analyzing and interpreting a site within the urban context. These aspects involve the use
of the city and its everyday life as a laboratory for learning, the development of a methodological
approach to develop research around it, and the application of integrative thinking to problem
solving in ethically and responsible ways.”
Assessment and Future Development of the Course
Several elements that supported the success of the course. To begin with, there was mutual
respect between the two instructors. The course was new, but we were both confident about the
overall content and our ability to engage the students in the central questions. We divided the
assignments evenly and rotated the grading of the assignments. We tried to create a learning
environment of mutual respect in which students presented information about themselves and their
disciplines, as did we.
Three areas were identified for improving this monument-themed interdisciplinary course
based on student reflections: (1) Providing more examples of recontextualized monuments, (2)
more guidance on developing the annotated bibliography and on ensuring student awareness of the

course bibliography as a resource in developing knowledge to build their site documentations and
final site analysis, and (3) keeping the course current.
Being mindful of new developments that may be related to course content and including
them in lesson topics keeps the course current. For example, Almond’s module on gender and
gender equality in the art world contrasted earlier allegorical depiction of woman as vice and man
as vanquishing hero as seen in the Civic Virtue monument. Recent debates about the lack of
women as historical figures and black women in statues in New York City were discussed, and
content about She Built NYC,37 an organization founded to address these issues, was provided.
Conclusion
Interdisciplinary team teaching is increasing at City Tech. This growth is driven by the
faculty’s desire for creative collaboration, in direct relation to the college’s mission, and increasing
respect for the scholarship of teaching and learning. Recent faculty research at City Tech has
confirmed that faculty members participating in a gen ed seminar perceived that place-based
learning effectively met gen ed learning goals and resulted in deep engagement.38 Place-based
learning provides an opportunity for students to learn about their communities and to question
broader social issues, while interdisciplinary teaching models the benefits of viewing issues and
their solutions from multiple perspectives. In addition, incorporating high-impact practices brings
educators closer to fulfilling their commitment to students. Taken together in one course, placebased learning, the use of high-impact educational practices, and interdisciplinary perspectives have
the potential to realize Dewey’s vision of education that benefits the individual and the
community.39
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